Glossary Terms for M.I. Hummels
When you have an interest in any area of complex activity or information, it is important to
understand the nomenclature of that topic. You may not understand certain words that you will run
across from time to time when researching M.I. Hummel figurines but you will definitely appreciate
more about this subject after reading some of these terms.

Arbeitsmuster – noun, arbeit (work), muster (sample). Literally, in
German, a working sample from which to use as the primary
example set before the painter or sculptor the way to paint or
put together a figurine or other item.
Archivmuster – noun, archiv (record), muster (sample). This would be a rare example
the company might wish to reserve in their archives for future reference as
to what was created at a specific time. These items will typically have
attached in a permanent fashion with a metal wire a metal tag indicating this
is a very special Hummel.
Artist’s mark – The assigned initials of the face painter found on the bottom of the base in
small hand scripted black ink. Sometimes may be found including the date of the
painting.
Assemblers number – A small incised production control number, usually two digits, to
identify the person who assembled the individual soft clay parts of the figurine.
Backstamp – Also known as the trademark which designates the legal mark the factory
places on the bottom of all of the M.I. Hummel items.
Bas relief – This is a sculptural relief in which the projection from the surrounding surface is only slightly
done. This may be found on plaques, annual and anniversary plates.
Big Bee – This trademark was used from the year 2000 through 2009 and added a large
bumblebee to the previous trademark removing the small crown. This
trademark was also known as the TMK-8.
Bisque – Ceramic pieces which have been hard fired but not glazed yet.
Closed Edition (CE) – A Hummel that will no longer be put into production either due to the trademark
becoming outdated or the figurine no longer being produced.
Closed Number (CN) – Assigned number in the system used to identify a design or sample model for
possible production but was never authorized for release.
Club Year – The M.I. Hummel Club year begins on June 1st and ends on May 31st of each year. Your
membership year dates from the time within these dates as the year you joined.
Copyright Date (CRD) – A relatively large incised four-letter year in the bottom of the base
that represents when the figurine design was registered with the United States
Copyright Office but may not properly represent when general production began.
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The incised date may predate several years before the item was produced or painted.
Crazing – Minor cracks in the glaze caused over age due to heat and moisture
differences. Although the appearance is affected, minor crazing does not change
the value very much. If the crazing is prominent from a distance, then the scared
appearance can influence the desirability.
Crown – The earliest trademark typically located on the bottom of the base in either an
incised marking or a stamped version. This shows the item was made between the
years of 1934 to 1950. This trademark is also known as the TMK-1. You may see an
indication of this in the German word Kronenmarke which means Crown Mark.
Decimal Point – Earlier figurines would periodically be found with a decimal point after the mold
number. It is speculated that this might have been to help determine whether the number, as
an example, was a 66 or a 99.
Double Crown – The Crown mark is found as both an incised as well as a stamped
version on the same item. These are highly sought out and command a
representative price as well.
Double Full Bee – Describes the factory trademark found on some M.I. Hummel
figurines with the Full Bee mark as having both incised and stamped
trademarks on the underside of a figurine.
Doughnut base – This is the raised circular support on the underside of the figurine.
Exclusive Edition (EE) – Figurines reserved for only M.I. Hummel Club membership not
to be released to the general public and includes a special Club backstamp to
indicate this.
Faience – noun, (pronounced fay-ontz) A finishing method of colorization that provided a
bright color and high gloss. This was one of the original experimental techniques used by
the Goebel production line for M.I. Hummel Figurines in the early 1940's and but it was
abandoned in favor of the traditional appearance of the Hummel figurines. After an
initial firing, they were dipped in a liquid tin glaze and then used lead and cadmiumbased paints which didn't cure evenly and were therefore not used in production models.
Some Hummel collectors of the rarest Hummels consider the Faiences as the greatest
part of their collections due to their scarcity and brilliant coloration.
Final Issue – A figurine that has been declared to be permanently retired from production
and will not be produced again. These typically carry a backstamp to indicate this.
First Issue – Beginning in 1990, this is a term used by the factory to indicate all newly
released figurines during their first year of production.
Flea Bite – A term used to indicate a very small imperfection, whether a flake of paint
missing or a very small chip in the figurine.
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Full Bee – The trademark found on the bottom of the base with a large bumblebee within
the letter V which stands for the German name for a distribution company,
“Verkaufsgesellschat”. This trademark was used between 1950 and 1957
overlapping the earlier Crown trademark. Early usage of this trademark can be
found as an incised variation of the mark with later versions represented by a stamp. This
trademark is also known as the TMK-2.
Handmade – The current trademark is TMK-11 and was introduced in December
2017 placing a smaller bumblebee to the right of the word Hummel with
the word Handmade placed at the top and the phrase Germany est. 1935
below.
Hollow Mold – Describes a figurine that is open on the underside of the base allowing for
a clear visual into the cavity of the figurine.
HUM Number – This is the mold number or model number incised on the bottom of each
M.I. Hummel figurine at the factory and is used for identification purposes.
International – There are very few of these Hummel figurines and were all
created in 1940 by Master Sculptors Arthur Möller and Reinhold Unger as
samples for consideration in representing many different countries in the
native country clothing. They were not accepted by the Sießen Convent so were not put
into production. There are as few as only one and as many as five of each of the
approximately 28 samples made. These have commanded a very high price in the past
when they were up for auction.
Last Bee – This trademark was used from 1972 through 1979 and used the Goebel name
above W. Germany along with the stylized bee inside the letter V above the
letters b and e. A later version included the copyright symbol. It is also known as
the TMK-5.
Limited Edition – A figurine or other Hummel item that is produced for a specific time period or in a
limited quantity.
Mamas and the Papas - These 4 samples were made by master sculptor Arthur Möeller and
were not approved by the Sießen Convent for production. They were each listed as a Closed
Number on 18 February 1948 and will not be produced again. It was not considered typical of
Sister M.I. Hummel’s work although they are an exact replica of one of her early sketches. Mr.
Miller valued each at between $15,000 and $20,000 in 2003.
Manufaktur – This trademark was used after the Yellow Bee mark until December
2017. It shows a much larger yellow bee to the left of the word Hummel
and is also known as TMK-10.
Masterpiece – An adjective typically attached to a very special Hummel that is considered “perfect”,
much like the Archivmuster. A masterpiece is designated by the factory as such and rarely
available for purchase.
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Masterpiece Series Collection – These eleven M.I. Hummel figurines are recent additions and are much
larger than the typical five-inch versions. The mold number will also reflect this with the Roman
numeral suffix III as well. They may be seen at HummelGifts.com.
Meisterwerk - meister (master), werk (work). A masterpiece as recognized by the company masters as a
“perfect” piece. A highly prized piece to own.
MEL - These few Hummel figurines are classified as the “MELs” since they have those last
three letters of Hummel inscribed on the base and are found to be early samples
between 1939 and 1940 with three a few years later. Some of these were
presented to the Sisters at the Convent for their consideration or they may also be
test examples to see how they looked after creating them from the sketches.
Missing Bee – This trademark was used from 1979 through 1991 and appeared as the
Last Bee version but with the bee within the letter V missing, thus the name.
A registered mark was also added to the right of the name Goebel. This was
known as the TMK-6 trademark.
Mold Growth – Earlier figurine production used a softer plaster of paris material for the molds. As they
were used, the molded parts became larger with repeated use. Newer technology practices now
use acrylic resin molds eliminating this size difference between a given size designation.
Mother Mold – The initial mold from which the prototype is created.
Muster – noun. This word is used in conjunction with others to explain patterns,
samples, or models.
Mustermaler – noun, muster (pattern), maler (painter or artist). This will apply to a painter’s sample so
that the painter of the figurine or other item is duplicated in the same way.
Musterzimmer – noun, muster (model), zimmer (room). You may find a rare
example with this on the base and it implies that it is a perfect example
to be publicly displayed as an ideal showroom sample to be used for
future reference by production artists.
Open Edition (OE) – This is available to the general public bearing the factory
backstamp only.
Open Number (ON) – A mold number that has not been assigned to any figurine.
Out of Production – Factory term used to designate items not in production but may later be
determined as closed edition, remain temporarily withdrawn or returned to current production
status.
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Oversize – Refers to a piece that has experienced “mold growth” in its size expansion.
This applies mostly to earlier production pieces before the mold material was
changed to reduce this.
Paint Flake – A flaw on a figurine where the paint has chipped off but the glazed surface
remains intact.
Paint Rub – A general wearing away of a painted surface in an excessive handling of a
figurine or use of abrasive cleaners which may show up on a tip of the hair or
the end of an umbrella.
Painter’s Sample – This is a figurine used by the painters at the factory that serves as a
reference figurine for the painting of subsequent pieces. The painters attempt to
paint their individual pieces to match the painter’s sample as precisely as
possible. Many times, these have a red ring around the base (see Red Line).
Possible Future Edition (PFE) - These are Hummels that are to be considered for future
production but have not been released publicly. Some, in the past, have taken
quite a number of years from their inception before being produced for the public.
Preview Edition – These are figurines with an exclusive M.I. Hummel Club backstamp offered to
members for a special preview period.
Progression Set – A collection of a number of the same figurine showing the
individual processes of a figurine from the mold to the finished, glazed
item typically placed on a customized wooden board for display.
Prototype – This indicates the one and only sample or first out of the mother mold
that is presented to the Sießen Convent of any newly developed M.I. Hummel figurine.
Rattle – On occasion, when a hole is pierced in the initial stage of the soft earthenware to allow for the
gases to escape during firing to keep the figurine from exploding, a piece of the material will be
captured inside the figurine after firing causing a “rattle” when shaken. It may also be used as an
identifier that might come in handy when comparing one figurine to another that are otherwise
identical.
Red Line – This indicates that this certain figurine was used as a “perfect” model with the paint
scheme to use on all others by the artists as the standard. This may also indicate the item
to be considered as a Masterpiece.
Red X – Many times, there is not a way to show a red line around a base and a Red
X is used instead and may be found on the bottom of the base indicating
the same specification.
Reinstated – This is a figurine that has been placed back into production by the
factory after some prior classification of non-production.
Retired – Term used to describe a figurine that has been permanently removed from production. The
molds have been broken and the figurine will never be produced again.
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Sample – A new M.I. Hummel or variation would be introduced to the governing board of the Sießen
Convent for their consideration of whether this piece warranted acceptance to
the strict parameters of how closely the sketches were represented. This item
was considered to be a sample and may have been one of a kind in many
instances. These were often considered trinkets in the earlier decades of the
Hummels and handed out as gifts to the factory workers as a type of reward.
The value of this would be well above the average value of similar production pieces.
Slash Mark – An imperfection or flawed figurine found during final inspection was marked by grinding a
groove through the trademark. These were sold the factory employees as seconds.
Small Crown – The trademark located beneath the base was very similar to the
preceding trademark but removed the letter W since Germany became unified
and a small original Crown mark was added beneath the name Germany. This
was used from 1991 through 2000 and was known as the TMK-7 trademark.
Stepped Base – A few older figurines had a base that was “stepped” where there was a ridge around the
full base that had an indention around the entire outside top. This was popular for a short time
on some of the earlier HUM 7 – Merry Wanderer Full Bees.
Stylized Bee – The trademark found on the bottom of the base changed the Full Bee to a
more stylized bee which now was much smaller as a dot with two triangles raised
above all within the letter V. This trademark was used from 1960 through 1972.
This trademark is also known as the TMK-3.
Temporarily Withdrawn (TW) – Assigned by the factory to indicate that a particular item is being
withdrawn from production for some time, but may be reinstated at a future date.
Terra Cotta – Italian for "baked earth". A type of earthenware, is a clay-based unglazed or
glazed ceramic typically reddish brown in color, where the fired body is porous and
unpainted. This was used in an experimental fashion by the artisans at the W. Goebel
Porzellanfabrik with very few figurines produced in this material. Examples in terra cotta
were not deemed a suitable material for the figurines. Expect to find these at a higher
value than most other materials.
Three Line Mark – This trademark incorporated the typical Stylized Bee trademark
but added the words © by, W. Goebel, W. Germany to the right side in
three lines. This trademark was used from 1964 until 1972 and is also
known as the TMK-4.
Transitional – This word is used to describe the inclusion of two different trademarks
on the same item indicating a period of time when the Hummel piece was
created and a different trademark period when the piece was painted.
TM – An abbreviation for the word trademark.
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U.S. Zone – The words “U.S. ZONE – GERMANY” were used between 1946 and
1948, the stamped marking may have been applied to Crown
trademarked figurines when the United States was active after World
War II in Germany and is marked accordingly limited to the three
years of occupation. This was during the time prior to the country being divided from the west
and east.
Underglaze – The trademark was added before the last process of applying a
finishine glaze to ensure the mark was permanent.
Waffle Base – A term used to describe the reinforced base with a quarted or
divided addition. Found more often on older figurines.
White Overglaze – An item that has not been painted but has been glazed and fired. The pieces are
completely white. All figurines are produced in this finish before being painted.
Yellow Bee – This trademark was dramatically changed in comparison to past marks.
This trademark has a colorful bee in a circle with the words inside the circle
“Original M. I. Hummel Germany” and then outside at the bottom was used
beginning in 2009 and was known as TMK-9.
Zusatzstempel – noun, Zusatz (addition), stempel (stamp). An additional stamp which may even be the
black stamped “Germany” or “U.S. Zone”.
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